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assembly135 shillings a day whilst employed, is their greatest object of ambition and their private interests
and popularity are more consulted than is the public good.”6 hanson weightman baldwin papers - library
of congress - sun (baltimore, md. : 1837) occupations authors. newspaper editors. administrative information
provenance the papers of hanson weightman baldwin, author and editor, were deposited in the library of
congress by the naval historical foundation in 1984 and converted to a gift in 1998. processing history the
papers of hanson weightman baldwin were arranged and described in 1987. the collection was ... william
roberts jr. (b. 1837) - hsp - 1 the historical society of pennsylvania william roberts jr. (b. 1837) papers,
1831-1865 (bulk 1861-1864) 1 box, 0.25 linear ft. collection 3069 jailed & subpoenaed journalists a
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jury sources for stories about police and elected officials who received bribes from illegal gambling operations.
guide to maryland county/regional resources at the ... - baltimore county (ba) and baltimore city (bc)
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baltimore county. pdf scan to usb stick - the new york public library - pittsfield sun new hampshire
patriot & state gazette new-york gazette & general advertiser saratoga sentinel free press richmond enquirer
rutland vermont herald vermont republican shipment 113 (december 2004) ean ii ct,bridgeport ct, new london
md, baltimore ma, boston ma, salem ny, goshen nc, halifax sc, charleston sc, charleston republican farmer
connecticut gazette baltimore price current ... a college divided: mac and the civil war malissa ruffner
... - historical newspapers, particularly the (baltimore) sun and the washington post, both available at
university libraries through proquest , were particularly important resources for story development. mary
elizabeth garrett - project muse - 30. baltimore sun, march 6, 1854; the college of medicine of maryland
was char-tered in 1807 and later rechartered as the university of maryland.
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